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-predictions: you will find all details of your birth report, transit report, career, financial, health, marriage and all other reports in one place, with just a click of a button. ishti-s.p.s. system: now you can generate birth, career and invest check reports using an intuitive, user friendly interface, which helps to quickly generate quick analysis of charts based on
ishti, s.akshina and s.parashakthi from birth, career, dasa lakshana, sastram (education and professions) and also from tax, business, finance, marriages, etc. -special features: post dasa lakshana, dasa sastram, s.akshina and s.parashakthi, numerous features have been added. these range from having accurate database and having quick report generation
and access to many features such as special functions. many thanks to the varshavijayafor all her support to create this astrology software. - chakras compatibility: our chakras compatibility feature will help you to know your compatibility with others, just check who you have best compatibility with. check and understand what your chakras compatibility are
and what this mean for you. to create a kundli or to answer a question, kundli chakra also gives you an option to do it online. you can do your analysis and get some information in your own time. apart from this, you can also access your kundli online in any time and from any place from your workstation or any other device. you can save this kundli in your

workbook for future reference and easily restore any kundli.
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kundli chakra can be used by astrologers, horoscopes and many other types of devotees. you can create a complete astrological chart of your horoscope by entering your date of birth or any date, at any time and place in the past and future. an astrologer should know all the details of his or her clients' horoscope. the kundli chakra also generates a detailed
analysis of your horoscope making you able to predict the effects of your actions on your life even for the very distant future. the astrologer knows the strengths and weaknesses of his or her clients. for this, the astrologer is most concerned about the quality of the chart created. -horoscopes: rashi/navamsha/tongalam: to quickly predict rashi, navamsha and

tongalam with birth time, navamsha and birth chart time, pp, planet positions and its dasha with s.akshina and s.parashakthi with all times of birth. numerology: with good features of panchakshari and s.p.s system, numerology with fotunate days, lucky days, lucky numbers, lucky colours, lucky stones and emblems etc., that completes natal reports, birth
chart and transit chart all in one place. lal kitab char/gemini charts/ reports: lal kitab char/gemini charts with three system: magic charts(on umi lal kitab), numerology(on lal kitab chand), varshphal charts/reports -daya shastra:now you can generate daya shastra report too. -dasa raj perchinti: now, you can generate dasa raj perchinti report (glossary of

aphorisms) with all rich details of dashas and dasa on any chart using an intuitive, easy way. one can not only quickly and easily collect details but also display them as a glossary on any chart. and on the charts of future, one can quickly see the details of dasa on a chart with just a click of a button in future analysis. 5ec8ef588b
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